


How many great ideas can you fit into a container? Take a close 

look and see for yourself.

Our APET Hinged Lid Container is designed specifically to meet 

the unique needs placed on it by a variety of applications. 

We've pulled out all the stops and packed this container with 

performance features that help your operation run smoother and 

more efficiently while giving your customers even more reasons 

to come back again and again.

From the flexible, hard-to-crack APET material and enhanced 

clarity, to the secure lid and leak-resistant closures, you'll find a 

lot to like. Factor in the convenient handling, and you can bet 

your customers are going to feel the same way.  

Best of all, our APET Hinged Lid Container is available.  The 

perfect choice for a variety of applications. With a new improved 

stacking feature for greater strength and stability.
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APET Hinged Lid Container

New and improved stacking 
feature for strength and stability.
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120ºF / 49ºC -20ºF / -29ºC 

PET (-20ºF/-29ºC - 120ºF/49ºC)

Blast
Freezer

 400˚F / 204˚C  40˚F / -40˚C 

These guidelines are supplied to assist you in determining the proper 
use of Pactiv products. They are based upon testing and published 
guidelines and are reliable in most applications. However, because 
every food supplier’s recipes, ingredients, processes and supply chain 
is unique, these guidelines are not a substitute for product testing. 
Confirmation of product acceptability under your specific conditions of 
use must be done by you.   YCASH3011UCH

Description: 
Smoothwall Hinged 
Container with 
reverse stack.

Dimensions:  9” x 5.5” x 3.2”

Cube:  3.16

Cs. Weight:  21.48

Cs. Pack:  220


